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The first ionization potentials (VIP’s! of copper, silver, and gold have been reassessed using a two-color
resonant excitation scheme on laser-vaporized atomic beams of Cu, Ag, and Au. Rydberg levels of the
nd10nRs1(2S1/2) andnd10nRd1(2D3/2,5/2) series converging to the ground1S term of the singly charged cations
were excited and pulse-field ionized. The fit to the Rydberg levels yielded the ionization potentialsVIP~Cu!
562 317.3(2) cm21, VIP~Ag!561 106.45(20) cm21, and VIP~Au!574 409.0(2) cm21. A comparison of
these results to the currently accepted values revealed slight discrepancies to the previously reported IP of
silver. @S1050-2947~99!09901-1#

PACS number~s!: 32.10.2f, 32.30.2r
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Ionization potentials (VIP’s) of atoms and molecules ar
fundamental quantities of great importance in many area
physics and chemistry. They provide crucial information
the electronic structure and, therefore, are often used
benchmarks for theoretical methods@1#. Also when used in
the appropriate thermodynamic cycles,VIP’s relate to bond
strengths. In the simplest case, when bond energies o
atomic molecules are sought, the firstVIP’s of atoms are
required. The currently accepted values ofVIP~Cu!
562 317.44(10) cm21, VIP~Ag!561 104.30(6) cm21, and
VIP~Au!574 408.88(17) cm21 deviate only in the case o
silver considerably from the still commonly used valu
recommended by Moore@2#, VIP~Cu!562 317.2 cm21,
VIP~Ag!561 106.50 cm21, andVIP~Au!574 410.0 cm21.

The most recent value for the ionization potential of Co
per is given by Sugar and Musgrove@3# in their compilation
of spectral lines, which were previously recorded by Lon
mire et al. @4# and by Tondello@5#. The value quoted by
Moore, on the other hand, is derived from a Rydberg sp
trum published by Shenstone@6#.

The ionization potential of silver was measured by Is
ikawa @7# in his study of the high-n Rydberg states of this
atom, whereas the value quoted by Moore is again deri
from an arc spectrum recorded by Shenstone@8#. The dis-
crepancy of 2.20 cm21 in theVIP’s reported by Ishikawa and
by Moore is troubling and raises some questions about
reliability of the IP’s measured through fits to low membe
of the Rydberg series. It is this discrepancy that promp
this study.
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Finally, the most recent value for theVIP’s of gold was
obtained by Brown and Ginter@9# using absorption spectros
copy in a King furnace. The value quoted in Moore’s com

ic
FIG. 1. Rydberg spectra of~a! copper,~b! silver, and~c! gold.

From thend10(n11)p1 intermediate state the allowed Rydberg s
ries are of the typend10nRs1(2S1/2) and n10nRd1(2D3/2,5/2). The
lines of thend10nRs1(2S1/2) series in all spectra have slightly lowe
intensities than thend10nRd1(2D3/2,5/2) series.
873 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Ionization potentials~IP! and quantum defects~d! of copper, silver, and gold~in cm21!. TheVIP’s and quantum defects wer
determined from the fit of the spectra to the Rydberg equation with 2s standard deviation quoted in parentheses. The uncertainties o
recommendedVIP’s are determined by the laser linewidth.

Cu Ag Au

3d10ns1 3d10nd1 4d10ns1 4d10nd1 5d10ns1 5d10nd1

n range 19–46 18–49 21–46 19–42 21–48 19–44
IP fit 62 317.29~3! 62 317.32~3! 61 106.37~4! 61 106.52~5! 74 409.02~5! 74 408.95~7!

d fit 2.584~2! 1.018~2! 3.530~3! 2.006~3! 4.641~2! 3.007~3!

IP ~this work! 62 317.3~2! 61 106.45~20! 74 409.0~2!

IP ~literature! 62 317.44~10! @3# 61 104.30~6! @7# 74 408.88~17! @9#

62 317.2@6# 61 106.50@8# 74 410.0@10#
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pilation is derived from spectra recorded by Platt and Saw
@10#.

In this Brief Report, we intend to reassess the values
the first ionization potentials and to provide a brief critiq
of earlier measurements. The ionization potentials were
termined by recording Rydberg series that converge to
lowest electronic term of the ion. Using a well-defined inte
mediate state in a two-color pumping scheme greatly sim
fies the spectra.

The experimental setup has been described before@11#
and only details relevant to this set of experiments will
addressed. A Smalley-type ablation source is used to pre
the coinage metal sample in an atomic beam. The output
tunable Nd:YAG laser pumped dye laser was used to ex
the atoms to the intermediate state. These intermediate t
were assigned using Refs.@12# and @13# and were
3d104p(2P1/2) for Cu at 30 535.302 cm21, 4d105p(2P1/2)
for Ag at 29 552.05 cm21, and 5d106p(2P1/2) for Au at
37 358.991 cm21. The frequency-doubled output of a seco
excimer-pumped dye laser is used to excite the Rydb
states 10–20 ns after excitation to the intermediate st
These Rydberg states were pulsed-field ionized in the
stage of a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrome
~TOF-MS! by a delayed (Dt55 ms) electric field~typically
500 V!. The ions were then detected usingz-stacked micro-
channel plates and the signal was subsequently digitized
processed by a personal computer. Calibration of the spe
to an accuracy of the laser linewidth (Dv50.15 cm21) was
conducted using the reported lines@14# of a Fe-Ne hollow
cathode lamp.

Rydberg series recorded in this way are presented in
1. Since for all metals the intermediate state was of the t
nd10(n11)p1, the allowed Rydberg series will be of th
type nd10nRs1(2S1/2) and nd10nRd1(2D3/2,5/2). These series
converge to the ground1S term of the singly charged ion
They were assigned to the main quantum numbersn using
reported line positions for Cu@3# and extrapolation of the
respective series for Ag and Au@12#. Comparison with the
Cu 3d10ns1(2S1/2) line positions reported by Sugar and Mu
grove @3# shows that our data lie within 0.15 cm21 of their
values.

The two observed series were fitted to

En5VIP2
R

~n2d!2 ,

whereEn is the energy of thenth Rydberg level,VIP is the
convergence limit,d is the quantum defect for the series, a
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R is the Rydberg constant for the considereed coinage at
For all three atomic species, we were able to observe fo
number of lines a splitting of the2D levels into the two
spin-orbit components. However, since the splitting at th
high n-quantum numbers was smaller or on the order of
laser linewidth, the center of the doublets was used for
fit. For the coinage metal atoms, the simple Rydberg form
gives a good approximation of the quantum defect and i
ization potential, since the ion core has a closed electro
shell. Furthermore, the quantum defect in this range ofn is
constant as has been shown in previous studies on Pt@15#,
Os, Ir @16#, W, and Re@17#. The series were fitted to th
above expression using a standard nonlinear least-squ
procedure in which the IP and the quantum defect,d, were
the adjustable parameters. The results of the fits are liste
Table I.

The error quoted in Table I refers to the 2s standard
deviation of the fit. However, the actual error in th
experiments is determined by the laser linewidth
;0.3 cm21 FWHM and the uncertainty in the calibratio
~0.2 cm21!. We therefore recommend the ionization p
tentials VIP~Cu!562 317.3~2! cm21 @7.726 36~6! eV#,
VIP~Ag!561 106.45~20! cm21 @7.576 24~2! eV#, and
VIP~Au!574 409.0~2! cm21 @9.225 54~2! eV#. These values
compare very well with the literature values for theVIP’s
except in the case of silver, where we find very good agr
ment with the value determined from Shenstone’s@8# spec-
trum and quoted by Moore@2# @VIP~Ag!561 106.50 cm21#,
but not with the value given by Ishikawa@7# of VIP~Ag!
561 104.30(6) cm21. The reason for this discrepancy is u
known. We note, however, that of the two series, on wh
Ishikawa reported, only the 4d10np1(2P1/2) series converges
to 61 104.30~5! cm21, whereas the shorter 4d10n f1(2F1/2)
series converges to 61 105.4~5! cm21. Also, it is possible that
the accuracy of Ishikawa’s data is not determined by
standard deviation of the least-squares fitting procedure
was assumed, but by the uncertainty in the calibration of
lasers caused by the considerable linewidth of 1 cm21

~quoted by Ishikawa! to 8 cm21 ~estimated from Fig. 1 in
Ref. @7#! full width at half maximum.
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